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Information Technology Solutions
BSE Personal Ionizer Kit Includes Necklace and Vent Mount
For Vehicle

The Power of
Ionization – On The
Go
Bring ionization with you
wherever you
go – to the grocery store, on
an airplane, to work, on
public transit and more!

Vehicle Compatibility
Each kit includes a vehicle
vent clip, making it a
seemless transition from
necklace to vent mount,
creating a flood of ions
inside the vehicle.

Benefits of
Personal Ionizers
•

Creates a personal
ion bubble within 3
feet of the ionizer

•

Wear around you
neck, place on a
table top, or use
with the vent in your
vehicle

•

Protect yourself
from airborne
viruses, bacteria,
odors, mold and
more!

Price: $60 (Car Vent Kit Included)

Kit includes: necklace, USB charging
cord, & car vent attachment
What is Ionization?
The Needlepoint Ionization technology
works to safely clean the air in your
breathing zone, using negatively
charged ions. The technology uses an
electronic charge to create a plasma
field filled with a high concentration of
negative ions that replicate those
commonly found in nature. As these
ions are produced, they attach to
particles, pathogens and gases
including viruses, bacteria and mold.
As the ions attach to airborne particles
(including fine, sub-micron particles)
they cluster together, making them fall
out of your breathing zone via
agglomoration. Ions also deactivate
pathogens by robbing them of lifesustaining hydrogen.

Car Vent Kit Included: This allows
for “on the go” ionization, creating a
flood of ions by utilizing the forced air
of the heating & cooling to spread
ions out throughout the vehicle.

*Do not use if you use a pacemaker
*Standard color is black – order colors require min. qty order.
*Recommended use for necklace is to wear over clothing
*Personal Ionizer - Made in China

